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This is the Knights Chronicle Tier List - Arena. The list is a strong and dedicated effort from the analysis and experience of hardcore players in the Knights Chronicle community. This is the Knights Chronicle Tier List - Arena can be considered the end of all the resources about the units you can find for the game. However, please do not snums this list as
absolute when playing. A game for pleasure and enjoyment. You can use information from this Knights Chronicle Tier List - Arena to customize the desired team for the best experience when playing the Knights Chronicle. This list of Arena levels is one of the resources of Knights Chronicle Tier Lists. Please check the links resources below for the other
Knights Chronicle Tier Lists.This level list will be constantly updated according to the current situation in the game. Please note that, not playing with everyone depends on the level of the list. Play with what makes you feel good.  This is the best! Update: May 14, 2019Use additional Nonote resources for players who use the Knights Chronicle Tier List -
ArenaUse search feature either in your browser or at the table will help you a lot! Many units that are not top-level on this list can still be involved in most situations (and sometimes preferably). You should always priotize who you like to play. This level list table is optimized for use on mobile devices. However, for better visibility, it is highly recommended to
use this table on your desktop. Special credits:Unpopular Opinions (from discord)Izanagi (from discord)Saya (subreddit mod, discord admin)u/Coolfood Kali Shadow Guild Hybrid Wind Stats Lv. 50 Lv. 52 Lv. 54 Lv. 56 Lv. 58 Lv. 60 ATK: 1,989 2,227 2,466 2,704 2,943 3,182 DEF: 746 835 925 1,014 1,104 1,192 HP: 5,370 6,014 6,658 7,303 7,947 8,592
Attack Speed: 598 Critical Strike: 5% Crit. DMG: 20% ACC: 5% Multistrike: 5% Counterattack: 5% Auto HP Rec.: 0% EVA: 5% Enhancement 1★ 2★ 3★ 4★ 5★ 6★ +10% ATK+10% Attack Speed +10% DEF+10% ACC +10% Max HP+10% Damage Increase Dealt to Attack-Type +20% DEF+10% Damage Increase for Skill #1 +20% Max HP+10% Damage
Increase Dealt to Support-Type +20% ATK+20% Crit. DMG Increase Additional Information Voice : Rena Maeda How to Acquire: Shadow Guild Controller Skills Icon Title Cooldown Description Moonshadow Ninja Leader increases ATK Allies Wind by 80% if the party has 5 Heroes of The Wind. The shadow of the Moon Passively hides the charmer during 2
turns at the beginning of the wave. 80% chance to hide for 2 turns when using skills. Poisons 3 enemies for 300% ATK for 2 turns if the charmer lurks at the beginning of the turn. The planned attack Passive Lv. 50 10/15/20% Critical strike chance increase. Twister Blade 10/15/20% Critical Impact Impact Impact Increase. Shadow curtain 50/60/70% chance
to hide within 2 turns when used #3. Weapon Mastery Passive Lv. 52 5/10/15% ATK Increase. Improving element 10/15/20% Increase in elementary damage. Floating poison 30/40/50% 30/40/50% Poison 1 enemy for 20/30/40% ATK for 2 turns when using Skill #2. The technique of gladiator Passive Lv. 54 reduces the damage done in the arena by
10/15/20%. Kiai reduces the damage taken from bosses by 10/15/20%. Nervous strike 30/40/50% chance to shock 1 enemy for 10/20/30% ATK for 2 turns when using #1 skills. Fortified armor Passive lv. 56 5/10/15% DEF increase. Suppression of the element reduces elementary damage by 10/15/20%. Payback is 20/30/40% chance to increase the chance
of a critical hit by 10/20/30% within 2 turns on offense. Gladiator Definition Passive Lv. 58 Increases damage done to the arena by 10/15/20%. Conquering increases the damage done to bosses by 10/15/20%. Adrenaline is a 5/10/20% chance to reduce cooling skills by 1 turn when attacked. The regeneration of The Magic Passive Lv. 60 activates resolve
within 1 turn after taking deadly damage. Removes all debuffs, restores 100% HP and blinds all enemies within 1 turn after activating Resolve. (Once for a fight.) It does 80% additional damage when you attack a target that has been hit by damage over time. Shadow Dagger Active Inflicts inflicts 100% ATK 1 damage to the enemy. 35% chance of a brand for
30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal to 110% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 38% chance for a brand at 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal to 120% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 41% chance brand for 30% for one turn.
Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal to 130% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 44% chance brand for 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal to 140% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 47% chance for a brand for 30% for one turn. Reduces the
duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. Causes damage equal to 160% atK, which ignores def to 1 goal and has an 80% chance of applying for a brand at 50% within 2 turns. Reduces the duration of the goal buff by 2 turns iand applies 5 stacks of Ebony Wounds if the charmer is hidden. (Ebony Rana stacks up to 10 times.) Moon
Shuriken 3 Damages equal to 200% OT ATK to 1 enemy. 35% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 30% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK within 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage equal to 220% of the TC to 1 enemy. 38% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2
turns. Damage equals 40% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK within 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage equal to 240% of ATC 1 to the enemy. 41% chance of causing bleeding for ATK for 2 turns. Damage equals 50% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% atK for 2 turns if the charmer is
hidden. Damages equal to 260% equal to 260% 1 enemy. 44% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 60% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK for 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage equal to 280% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 47% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2
turns. Damage equals 70% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK for 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. Causes penetration damage equal to 320% ATK and has an 80% chance of causing bleeding for 30% ATK within 3 turns. Applies 5 stacks of Ebony Wounds for 30% ATK for 3 turns. Transaction Infiltration Damage equals
160% of ATK, applies Bleeding for 30% ATK for 3 turns, and applies 5 stacks of Ebony Wounds for 30% of ATK for 3 turns into 3 additional enemies if the caster is hidden. (Ebony Rana stacks up to 10 times.) Dark Moonlight Strike 6 (Lv.1'5)5 (Lv.6) Damages penetration equal to 300% ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 10% extra damage when you attack
enemies like Attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 330% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 13% extra damage when you attack enemies like attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 360% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does
16% extra damage when you attack enemies like Attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 390% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 19% extra damage when you attack enemies like attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to
420% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 22% extra damage when you attack attack enemies like Attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 480% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 200% additional damage when you attack enemies like Attack or Defense. Increases the ATK caster by 50% for 3
turns if the attack damages the target. The stats and status effects of Buffa Debuffs abnormal damage status over time Evolution of Cali (4 stars) Cali (5 stars) Controller Cali Story member of the Draiden elite, and determined perfectionist. Kali hates the imperfections of ordinary people and is obsessed with divine beings. Guided by an endless thirst for
knowledge, she devoted herself to deciphering ancient relics - however, she tends to interpret her findings with a religious bias that causes actual errors in her work. Kali sees humanity's existence as trivial and needs control, and she seeks to fill that need. That's why it has stepped up to make rules and controls less senior members of the Dryden junta. Of
course, her decrees should be and he doesn't always see her face-to-face. She also often comes into conflict with Morrigan, who has little to do with the rules she sets. Illustration Kali Shadow Guild Hybrid Wind Stats ATK: 5,409 DEF: 1,942 HP: 13,919 Attack Speed: 623 Critical Strike: 5% Crit. DMG: 80% ACC: 20% Multistrike: 5% Counterattack: 5% Auto
HP Rec.: 0% EVA: 5% Enhancement 1★ 2★ 3★ 4★ 5★ 6★ +10% ATK+10% Attack Speed +10% DEF+10% ACC +10% Max HP+10% Damage Increase Dealt to Attack-Type +20% DEF+10% Damage Increase for Skill #1 +20% Max HP+10% Damage Increase Dealt to Support-Type +20% ATK+20% Crit. DMG Increase Awakening Tier 1★ 2★ 3★ 4★ 5★
6★ +10% ATK+10% HP +20% DEF+5% ACC +15 Attack Speed+5% Critical Strike Chance +20% HP+10% DEF +40% Crit. DMG Increase'20% ATK Awakening Passive Information Voice: Rena Maeda How to Acquire : Shadow Guild Controller Skills Icon Name Cooldown Description Moonshadow Ninja Leader increases ATK Allies Wind by 80% if the party
has 5 wind heroes. The shadow of the Moon Passively hides the charmer during 2 turns at the beginning of the wave. 80% chance to hide for 2 turns when using skills. Poisons 3 enemies for 300% ATK for 2 turns if the charmer lurks at the beginning of the turn. The planned attack Passive Lv. 50 10/15/20% Critical strike chance increase. Twister Blade
10/15/20% Critical Impact Impact Impact Increase. Shadow curtain 50/60/70% chance to hide within 2 turns when using #3 skills. Weapon Mastery Passive Lv. 52 5/10/15% ATK Increase. Improving element 10/15/20% Increase in elementary damage. Floating poison 30/40/50% chance to poison 1 enemy for 20/30/40% ATK for 2 turns when using #2 skills.
The technique of gladiator Passive Lv. 54 reduces the damage done in the arena by 10/15/20%. Kiai reduces the damage taken from bosses by 10/15/20%. Nervous strike 30/40/50% chance to shock 1 enemy for 10/20/30% ATK for 2 turns when using #1 skills. Fortified armor Passive lv. 56 5/10/15% DEF increase. Suppression of the element reduces
elementary damage by 10/15/20%. Payback is 20/30/40% chance to increase the chance of a critical hit by 10/20/30% within 2 turns on offense. Gladiator Definition Passive Lv. 58 Increases damage done to the arena by 10/15/20%. Conquering increases the damage done to bosses by 10/15/20%. Adrenaline is a 5/10/20% chance to reduce cooling skills
by 1 turn when attacked. The regeneration of The Magic Passive Lv. 60 activates resolve within 1 turn after taking deadly damage. Removes all debuffs, restores 100% HP and blinds all enemies within 1 turn after activating Resolve. (Once for a fight.) It does 80% additional damage when you attack a target that has been hit by damage over time. The
ambitions of Total Office Awakening Passive 80% chance to hide within 2 turns when the skill of an ally Debuff. 80% chance of removing 2 abnormal statuses from the caster. 80% chance to apply abnormal immunity status to caster for 2 turns and 100% chance increase the critical damage of the Allies by 40% within 2 turns if the caster is hidden. Shadow
Dagger Active Inflicts inflicts 100% ATK 1 damage to the enemy. 35% chance of a brand for 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal to 110% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 38% chance for a brand at 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It
does damage equal to 120% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 41% chance brand for 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal to 130% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 44% chance brand for 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. It does damage equal
to 140% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 47% chance for a brand for 30% for one turn. Reduces the duration of the target buff by 1 turn if the foundry is snable. Causes damage equal to 160% atK, which ignores def to 1 goal and has an 80% chance of applying for a brand at 50% within 2 turns. Reduces the duration of the goal buff by 2 turns iand applies 5 stacks of
Ebony Wounds if the charmer is hidden. (Ebony Rana stacks up to 10 times.) Moon Shuriken 3 Damages equal to 200% OT ATK to 1 enemy. 35% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 30% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK within 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage equal to
220% of the TC to 1 enemy. 38% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 40% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK within 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage equal to 240% of ATC 1 to the enemy. 41% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 50%
atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% atK for 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage equal to 260% of TC 1 to the enemy. 44% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 60% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK for 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. It does damage
equal to 280% of ATK 1 to the enemy. 47% chance of causing bleeding for 30% atK within 2 turns. Damage equals 70% atK, 2 additional enemies and causes them to bleed for 30% of ATK for 2 turns if the charmer is hidden. Causes penetration damage equal to 320% ATK and has an 80% chance of causing bleeding for 30% ATK within 3 turns. Applies 5
stacks of Ebony Wounds for 30% ATK for 3 turns. Transaction Infiltration Damage equals 160% of ATK, applies Bleeding for 30% ATK for 3 turns, and applies 5 stacks of Ebony Wounds for 30% of ATK for 3 turns into 3 additional enemies if Hidden. (Ebony Rana stacks up to 10 times.) Dark Moonlight Strike 6 (Lv.1'5)5 (Lv.6) Damages penetration equal to
300% ATK 1 to the enemy. Strikes Strikes additional damage when attacking enemies of the type of attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 330% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 13% extra damage when you attack enemies like attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack
kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 360% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 16% extra damage when you attack enemies like Attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 390% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 19% extra damage when you attack enemies like attack. Increases the
ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 420% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 22% extra damage when you attack attack enemies like Attack. Increases the ATK caster by 40% per turn if an attack kills the target. Damages to penetration equal to 480% of ATK 1 to the enemy. It does 200% additional damage
when you attack enemies like Attack or Defense. Increases the ATK caster by 50% for 3 turns if the attack damages the target. The stats and status effects of Buff Debuffs abnormal status damage over time The evolution of Cali (4 stars) Cali (5 stars) Controller Cali story When she realized Amon's plan was completely failed, Kali saw her life flash before her
eyes. She was born into a powerful family from the Far East of the Kingdom of Hedrea; Her line had a proud history of using the art of ninjas to channel their natural magical power and were longtime enemies of the Morrigan clan, who preferred to seal demons in their blades. Cali had an older brother who had a soft-hearted and soft back and did not know
how to see the tasks through ... but he was the eldest, and that made him the heir to his parents. Kali was always indignant about it. She sought to show her mother and father that she was cunning and ambitious, and eventually grew up to see herself above the rest of her family. When the opportunity came to usurp her brother's birthright, she severed ties
and headed west instead - when she ruled the world, her family would see how they made her dirty. And her ambitions led her right to Amon... The fall of Elite Dryden left Cali unmoored - but she wasn't going to call it quits and go home. After the shock disappeared, she began to analyze exactly where the Shadow Guild went wrong. Kali refused to accept the
collapse of the organization as her own responsibility. If anyone is to blame, it was their leader who claimed to see the future. So, what did she do wrong...? Soon Kali came to the only logical conclusion: her only mistake was to cling to another man's own ambitions. Unlike Amon, Kali wasn't interested in saving Humanity - she just thought his plans to liquefy
the herd would make it easier Survivors. Although Amon has not been found anywhere, word of his disappearance has not yet spread to the lower levels of the organization, and Kali has spent years consolidating power as his responsible second in the team. It has assembled the remaining shady assassins and information brokers and all other Amon
businesses, reorganizing them into a syndicate of its own design. Amon's inability to accurately predict the future was the fall of the Shadow Guild, but it was a net profit for Cali, who was perfectly positioned to take advantage of all that he started moving. After all, the war between Hedrea and Delcart took place exactly as planned... Amon was wrong once,
and he may be wrong again; that a lot of Cali felt confident. She was the only person she could rely on... but if she wanted to realize her personal ambitions of bringing humanity under full control, well, the return of some fake ancient gods and the strategic use of secretive organizations scattered across the continent, was a good place to start. Illustration
Illustration knights chronicle kali advent guide
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